
MALE TERRIER

ROCHESTER, NY, 14609

 

Phone: (585) 305-5111 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

ROCKY is a fun young (1-2 year old) terrier mix  who  is a 

super friendly dog.  He enjoys playing and then comfy 

naps to rest up! He loves couch cuddles and walks nicely 

on a leash using a front clip harness  - hes the favorite 

friend of many of his foster doggy siblings!  Rocky is doing 

well with housetraining - he has a few puppy behaviors 

and should be monitored in the house to make sure hes 

chewing only appropriate items, but is a GREAT dog who 

will make someone a perfect new family member. Hes 

about 65 lbs and is fully vetted. \n\nAdoption fee covers: 

all vetting to age (including deworming, deflea etc ), spay/

neuter and microchip at ~6 months at our clinic, free 30 

days of pet insurance activated by a call, $60 

reimbursement for completion of positive-based training 

classes, and lifetime support of rescue.\n\nPlease fill out an 

APPLICATION here for consideration: www.tinyurl.com/

appshdr (copy and paste link into browser window if link is 

not active in your browser)\n\nWe are still doing 

application processing virtually since Covid-19, and dog 

meetings are happening using current masking and social 

distance practices. Dog meets will be individually by 

appointment with ONLY APPROVED APPLICANTS, and 

masks are welcomed but not required. We are not a shelter 

and are completely foster-based, so there are NO DOGS 

KEPT AT THE SHOP.\n\nPLEASE NOTE: If a dog is listed as 

Adoptable, he or she is still available at that time. Also, our 

adoption area is within a several hour radius of us in 

Rochester, NY (NOT including Canada -sorry!)
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